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Abstract
This research is aimed at developing novel theory to advance innovative methods
for examining how collaborative groups progress toward productively engaging
during classroom activity that integrates disciplinary practices. This work draws
on a situative perspective, along with prior framings of individual engagement,
to conceptualize engagement as a shared and multidimensional phenomenon. A
multidimensional conceptualization affords the study of distinct engagement
dimensions, as well as the interrelationships of engagement dimensions that
together are productive. Development and exploration of an observational rubric
evaluating collaborative group disciplinary engagement (GDE) is presented,
leveraging the benefits of observational methods with a rubric specifying quality
ratings, enabling the potential for analyses of larger samples more efficiently
than prior approaches, but with similar ability to richly characterize the shared
and multidimensional nature of group engagement. Mixed-methods analyses,
including case illustrations and profile analysis, showcase the synergistic
interrelations among engagement dimensions constituting GDE. The rubric
effectively captured engagement features that could be identified via intensive
video analysis, while affording the evaluation of broader claims about group
engagement patterns. Application of the rubric across curricular contexts, and
within and between lessons across a curricular unit, will enable comparative
studies that can inform theory about collaborative engagement, as well as
instructional design and practice.
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1.

Introduction

In response to science standards, which call for students’ integrated understanding of STEM
content and practices, as part of collaborative activity (e.g., NGSS, 2013; Forsthuber et al., 2011), this
research is aimed at advancing theory and methods toward understanding how collaborative groups
come to productively engage in STEM activities. In this research, we build from work on individual
engagement that advances a multidimensional conceptualization from individual engagement
(Fredricks, et al., 2004) to the collaborative group context. To accomplish this, we need to consider
interpersonal engagement and to account for collective group engagement practices. Further, individual
perspectives on engagement do not represent recent theoretical advances regarding the social and
situated nature of engagement (Gresalfi, et al., 2009; Ryu & Lombardi, 2015).
Other engagement-related frameworks, including Engle and Conant’s productive disciplinary
engagement (PDE) framework, have integrated developments from situative perspectives (Danish &
Gresalfi, 2018; Engle & Conant, 2002; Greeno, 2006; Gresalfi, et al., 2009; Hand & Gresalfi, 2015;
Hickey, 2003), including assumptions that engagement is co-negotiated in collective interaction, evolves
in moment-by-moment interactions, and is contextualized in activity systems. These activity systems
are comprised of instructional opportunities that support and constrain engagement, given curriculum
materials, teacher scaffolds, tasks, disciplinary content and practices, and interactions among learners
(Greeno, 2006; Shechtman, et al., 2012). Productive disciplinary engagement reflects deep-level
engagement yielding intellectual progress during authentic disciplinary tasks (Engle & Conant, 2002)
in which students grapple with central domain concepts while participating in the authentic disciplinary
practices (Duschl, 2008; Forman & Ford, 2014). Engagement, and its interrelated constituent
dimensions, are not merely influences on learning, but instead are central to and inseparable from
learning (Gresalfi, et al., 2009). In this view, invested effort or persistence in the face of challenge,
including interpersonal interactions, coordinated activity, and being strategic while making meaningful
connections are central to what and how learners come to understand. This earlier work has
characterized how shared practices are established in the collective, encompassing teacher-student and
whole class negotiation, but with limited focus on the negotiation of norms within the collaborative
group.
Drawing on this multidimensional conceptualization and situated framework of engagement,
our goal is to understand collaborative groups’ disciplinary engagement (GDE) as being comprised of
interrelated, but distinguishable aspects of interaction in group activity. We omitted productive from
this descriptor because we wanted to capture the range of variation in quality of disciplinary engagement
from none or superficial (i.e., low) to high quality disciplinary engagement that is likely to be productive.
We investigate this primary goal within three STEM curricula integrating collaboration and disciplinary
practices as central design features. We developed and applied an observational rubric to assign quality
ratings to explore the engagement profiles of more and less productive groups, and to characterize the
synergies among engagement dimensions.
Building on earlier work (Sinha et al, 2015), we delineate five dimensions of group engagement
(see Table 1). Behavioral engagement (BE) characterizes the degree to which a group jointly participates
and persists on assigned tasks or chooses to go off-task (Fredricks, et al., 2004). Sustained group
participation amongst group members yields potential for building from others’ perspectives, while
temporary off-task exchanges can reinvigorate positive interpersonal interactions when returning to task
(Barron, 2000; Langer-Osuna, et al., 2020). Both socioemotional engagement and collaborative
engagement are extensions to individual engagement dimensions, accounting for the interpersonal
nature of group engagement (Linnenbrink-Garcia, et al., 2011). Socioemotional engagement (SE)
characterizes the group’s interpersonal interaction quality and climate, where positive climate involves
the negotiation and maintenance of respectful and inclusive interactions, team cohesion, and
psychological safety (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011; Rogat & Adams-Wiggins, 2015). Negative
socioemotional engagement involves disrespect and competence put-downs, which may result from
challenge, conflict, or status differences can derail collaborative engagement (Adams-Wiggins, 2020;
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Näykki, et al., 2014). Research on learning in collaborative groups indicates that positive socioemotional
interactions elevate the quality of joint task work (e.g., friendly; supportive; fostering risk-taking)
(Barron, 2000; Kreijns et al., 2002). Collaborative engagement (CE) considers groups’ task and
conceptual coordination in constructing knowledge, as well as the balance of participation amongst
group members in making contributions. High-quality CE undergirds joint knowledge construction
accounting for multiple perspectives and promotes the development of a shared problem space
(Roschelle & Teasley, 1995), whereas low-quality CE is characterized by independent task contributions
(i.e., low coordination) or a group member’s efforts to control and direct the task (i.e., imbalance).
Metacognitive engagement (ME) describes groups’ use of regulatory strategies, including planning,
monitoring, and evaluation (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011; Järvelä, et al., 2016; Schoor, et al.,
2015). Recent findings show that high-quality ME is differentiated by effective shared regulation which
is goal-focused toward understanding and progress on the task, content, and/or disciplinary practices
(Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2013; Molenaar & Chiu, 2014; Khosa & Volet, 2014), which is supported
by, rather than being the sole focus of, regulation of behavior, time, group process, and task completion.
Finally, disciplinary engagement (DE) refers to the nature of the group’s content and disciplinary
activity, with high-quality DE reflecting connections toward integration of conceptual and disciplinary
competencies to solve lesson problems. Low-quality DE reflects fragmented discussion of content with
limited elaboration, and a focus on recall, which may reflect initial understand early in the task or unit
or may reflect task or instructional constraints. Prior research suggests that high-quality DE leads to
growth in disciplinary achievement (Hmelo-Silver et al, 2015).
Table 1
Productive and Low-quality Indicators Collaborative Group Disciplinary Engagement
Indicators of Productive Engagement

Indicators of Low-quality Engagement

Behavioral

Sustained on-task behavior,
participation, persistence, and effort,
even in the face of challenge

Primarily off-task behavior,
disengagement, and limited focus on
shared task work

Socioemotional

Respectful, inclusive, cohesive, with a
climate characterized by psychological
safety

Disrespectful interactions, exclusion,
lacking cohesion and underlying tension
reflecting strain to the climate

Collaborative

Coordinated and responsive interactions,
with balanced participation and diverse
perspectives solicited when building and
engaging in knowledge co-construction

Lack of coordination given separate and
unrelated contributions, without attempts
or willingness to link (i.e., imbalance due
to power differential)

Metacognitive

Planning, monitoring and evaluation
focused on content and/or discipline, and
meeting task expectations, aimed toward
understanding, improvement, progress,
integration, consensus, revisions, and
task quality

Regulation focuses on basic task
completion or is ineffective (e.g., unable
to cohere around a plan; regulation is not
pursued, accepted or ignored; heavy
focus on regulating behavior),
obstructing task progress

Disciplinary

Conceptual and disciplinary
connections from prior lessons, across
domains, or everyday experiences,
with extended elaboration and
rationale

Fragmented and surface-processing of
content and practice, with no elaboration
or attempts to connect, such as when
memorizing or recalling facts or eliciting
prior relevant terms when brainstorming

1.1 Beyond Current Methods for Studying Engagement
We operationalize this multidimensional conceptualization in a rubric, enabling the study of
distinct engagement dimensions as well as the interrelationships of engagement dimensions that together
describe groups’ productive (or unproductive) progress. Although extant theory has conceptualized an
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individual’s engagement as multidimensional (Fredricks, et al., 2004), much existing observational
research has assessed group engagement narrowly as a single dimension, such as on-task behaviors
(Hmelo, et al., 1998; Lipponen, et al., 2013) or disciplinary engagement (Gresalfi & Barnes, 2016;
Koretsky, et al., 2021; Mortimer & Oliveira de Araujo, 2014; Sengupta-Irving & Agarwal, 2017). There
has been some qualitative research toward investigating interrelations among two dimensions, including
socioemotional and metacognitive engagement, socioemotional and cognitive engagement, and
metacognitive and cognitive engagement (Isohätälä, et al., 2020; Khosa & Volet, 2014; Rogat & AdamsWiggins, 2015; Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011). Thus, we have limited understanding of the
interplay among multiple dimensions. In our own prior research, we posited a multidimensional
conceptualization of engagement with some initial exploration of the role of a threshold of engagement
practices for on-task behavior and respectful climate to further collaborative engagement toward
understanding for differentiating high and low case illustrations (Sinha et al, 2015).
The observational research that draws on a multidimensional approach tends to focus on single
cases in specific curricular and disciplinary contexts (Engle & Conant, 2002; Järvenoja, et al., 2018;
Sinha et al., 2015). Moreover, these approaches rely on intensive and often line-by-line analysis of few
cases and thus are not sufficient, alone, for evaluating broader claims concerning how group engagement
yields productivity or how engagement fluctuates over time. Addressing broader questions would
require the use of moderate-to-large samples of many groups and multiple observations per group. We
seek to enable analyses of these larger samples by proposing a method that can be applied directly to
video or during real-time observations, more efficiently than prior approaches, but with similar ability
to richly document the nature and quality of group engagement.
Empirical study of individual student engagement has assessed engagement as stable, an artifact
of self-report surveys capturing of particular moments or retrospective accounts of extended time
periods (Perry & Winne, 2006). Further, self-report surveys limit access to information about the nature
and quality of interactional processes within the context of particular activities or practices (Ryu &
Lombardi, 2015; Vriesema & McCaslin 2020). In alignment with situative views, we prioritize
theorizing engagement as involving dynamic change, as groups come to negotiate engagement practices
in particular unit phases, on specific tasks and instructional circumstances. Capturing engagement as
dynamic enables specification of fluctuations and change in group engagement over time, such as during
a task within a lesson. Moreover, we seek to understand how groups reach productive levels of DE, as
groups make intellectual progress in their understanding of disciplinary content and/or practices.
Further, our conceptualization of disciplinary engagement concerns groups’ collective
reasoning with domain content knowledge and/or practices authentic to the discipline within specific
problem solving, design, or modeling tasks. Opportunities for students to engage disciplinarily is
important within collaborative exchanges, which offer opportunities for peer-to-peer knowledge codevelopment of concepts, explanation, and critical examination of arguments presented by other group
members (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). This conceptualization is an extension of prior notions of
cognitive engagement as context and discipline-general (Fredricks, et al., 2004; Pintrich & DeGroot,
1990) to disciplinary engagement common to STEM fields, but instantiated differently within
mathematics, science and engineering. Toward these ends, we focus on groups’ conceptual work as
integrated with discipline-specific reasoning (e.g., modeling, argumentation, design) to generate
knowledge needed to solve problems.
Taken together, we draw on and extend prior theory and methods in several critical ways
including 1) developing a multidimensional conceptualization of group engagement, 2) developing a
rubric to apply that conceptualization in less time and with less labor intensive analyses, 3) focusing on
dynamics of group engagement toward groups’ productive disciplinary engagement, and 4) by
comparing patterns of group engagement across disciplinary contexts to explore relationships between
patterns of engagement and the contexts in which they emerge.
Extending these theoretical and methodological precursors, our research team developed and
piloted a rubric for describing group GDE in three STEM curricular contexts. We examine the
interrelations among the five engagement dimensions and how, together, these constitute GDE. We also
illustrate the synergy and mutual influence among dimensions using a case example and a profile
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analysis with a larger sample drawn from our video corpus. Finally, we illustrate how we access
discipline-specific patterns of engagement via our multidimensional rubric, drawing on a comparison
case from a second curricular context. Here, we aim to interrogate, through converging sources of
evidence, whether the theoretical framework that we developed and rubric ratings can approximate
access to GDE gained from intensive qualitative analysis. Toward these aims we pose the following
research questions:
1. How can a multidimensional conceptualization of engagement account for collaborative group
disciplinary activity in the context of particular science, mathematics, and engineering
practices?
2. What levels of engagement quality together promote groups’ productive disciplinary
engagement?

2. Method
Group disciplinary engagement (GDE) is contextualized in collaborative tasks involving
modeling, design, and argumentation in middle school math, science, and engineering. We draw on a
rich corpus of video data collected from three projects with common features including STEM content,
disciplinary modeling and argumentation practices, and group work as central to unit goals and what
groups came to understand. That is, groups worked together for the majority of lessons in each unit, if
not daily, and teachers expected that group work should be the primary mode of activity. Within this
corpus, the variation in STEM domain (science, math and engineering) and the disciplinary practices
and curricular features (e.g., technology tools, scaffolds) as contextualized in each curriculum has
enriched our theoretical development efforts (Koretsky, et al., 2019). The three projects from which
collected video was available for rubric development are summarized below.
The Promoting Reasoning and Conceptual Change in Science (PRACCIS) project developed
three inquiry units aimed to involve students in scientific practices of evaluating evidence and model fit
based on evidence (Chinn, et al., 2018). Collaborative groups develop, evaluate, and revise explanatory
models. For this study, video was selected from the third unit, which focused on evolution and natural
selection. Video data stemmed from 9 groups in 4 teachers’ classrooms. The school district’s
demographics include a student body that is 49% White, 5% Black, 34% Asian, and 9% Hispanic/Latino.
5% of students are English language learners. Moreover, 14% of students are eligible for free and
reduced priced lunch.
The SimCalc Engagement Project (SEP) leveraged student’s use of multiple dynamic
representations of mathematical relationships (i.e., modeling) to support their understanding of rate and
proportion in a technology-based instructional unit (Roschelle et al., 2010). Study videos were drawn
from 3 focal groups in 2 teachers’ classrooms. One teacher taught in a school where the student body is
56% Hispanic/Latino, 12 % Asian, 10% White, 9% Filipino, 4% Black, and 1% Native American. In
this school, 53% of students are eligible for free and reduced priced lunch and 22% are classified as
English language learners. The second teacher taught in a school where the student body is 63% White,
14% Asian, 13 % multi-racial, 9% Hispanic and 1% Filipino. In this school, 1% of students are eligible
for free and reduced priced lunch and 1% are classified as English language learners.
The Human-centered Robotics project aimed to inspire youth interest in STEM topics to develop
robotic technologies in response to people’s needs (Gomoll et al., 2018). Video data were used for two
groups during two curriculum implementations of a STEM elective course in one classroom. Study
videos were drawn from 2 focal groups in one teacher’s classrooms in a rural midwestern US school
district that was largely White (~90%), with 39% eligible for free and reduced lunch.
The sample consisted of 36 five-minute segments drawn from the larger video corpus of 77
lessons. This included 15 groups, each observed once or twice. In these videos, students were primarily
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assigned to work as groups of three or four, but occasionally were assigned to work in pairs and then
self-organized into groups. Video segments were balanced across the three units. We aimed to observe
some variation in the sample by including videos from across unit phase and disciplinary practices
integrated in tasks. Moreover, given our interest in exploring the dynamics of group engagement, we
intentionally included some additional segments to observe groups throughout a lesson (i.e., consecutive
time segments or segments from later in a lesson).
2.1 Measuring Collaborative Disciplinary Engagement
We developed a rubric to employ when observing groups collaborating during joint activity with
the aim of characterizing their co-negotiated engagement practices. The rubric encompasses five
engagement dimensions using primarily 3-point rating scales, with DE specified using a 4-point scale.
We recognized that the DE dimension benefited from an extended scale based on our observations
during rubric development, both in the case of limited discourse and non-verbal interactions such as
during independent activity in which productive disciplinary engagement could still be happening, and
in the case of the high-end of the continuum where elaboration and justification as well as initial and
brief conceptual connections are made. Beyond the engagement dimensions, the rubric also captures
group structure (i.e., whether groups opt to or are assigned to work in pairs, as a full group, and even
individually) to characterize fluctuations in how groups are organized over time. Initial rubric drafts
were informed by a review of extant research on engagement, empirical studies, and self-report items.
These initial drafts were also informed by conducting joint analyses of group interactions (N = 4 groups),
drawing on the range of expertise of the various project team members when describing observable
group engagement along multiple dimensions from across curriculum contexts (Jordan & Henderson,
1995). Iterative revision of this initial framework was informed by a pilot study, expert feedback, and
questions during rater training. Raters observe group interactions including members’ behaviors,
discourse content, and nonverbal behaviors (e.g., gaze, gesture, leaning in toward joint task, spatial
closeness) (Chi & Wylie, 2014). Using this rubric, we assign group engagement ratings based the
predominant character of group interactions for the majority of the selected segment.
Quality indicators differentiated behavioral engagement as primarily on-task or off-task joint
participation, socioemotional engagement as the respectful, inclusive and cohesive group climate and
alleviation of tension and frustration stemming from different perspectives or interpersonal dynamics,
collaborative engagement as responsive and coordinated knowledge building, metacognitive
engagement as regulation focused on the progress and understanding of content and disciplinary
practice, and disciplinary engagement as the integrated conceptual and disciplinary contributions with
rationale. Across dimensions, we assume that high-level ratings facilitate the likelihood of attaining
productive GDE, with some potential exceptions of low or moderate ratings also supporting productive
GDE (e.g., temporary off-task joking (low BE) may benefit group cohesion (high SE)). Rubrics for each
engagement dimension can be found in the Appendix.
2.2 Study procedures
In applying the rubric, raters assigned quality ratings for each of the five engagement
dimensions, for five-minute time segments of videotaped group work. This time segment choice was
based in our own prior research and prior observational studies of engagement (Lee & Brophy, 1996;
Sinha, et al., 2015). The time segment also afforded more than a single turn in conversation, with
sufficient time for group members to respond and negotiate a task direction and/or understanding. Raters
independently viewed video segments twice, first to familiarize themselves with the activity and a
second time to assign ratings. Ratings were applied by three teams, made up of 2 to 3 raters, with each
team specializing in one curricular context. The study proceeded in four rating cycles, followed by
calculating interrater agreement. In cycles 3 and 4, rater teams had Krippendorff’s alpha interrater
agreement coefficients of .53 for BE, .64 for CE, .59 for SE, .30 for ME, and .48 for DE. LeBreton and
Senter (2008, p. 836) suggest that for chance-corrected interrater agreement coefficients, values of 0 to
.30 should be interpreted as “lack of agreement,” .31 to .50 as “weak agreement,” and .51 to .70 as
“moderate agreement.” After recording individual ratings and calculating initial interrater agreement,
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the pair worked together with the project team’s master raters to resolve areas of disagreement and come
to consensus; these conversations were structured to clarify discrepancies and produce coding
clarifications and exemplars to inform subsequent coding. It is these consensus ratings that we employ
in the presented analyses.
2.3 Analysis
To gain an understanding of relationships between DE and each of the other dimensions, we
calculated correlations and conducted a profile analysis. Given that the five dimensions are theorized to
jointly constitute productive group engagement, we would anticipate moderate positive correlations
among the dimensions. Profile analysis is a variant of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
that allows testing of hypotheses about patterns of means across groups. Specifically, if omnibus F tests
indicated significant differences in the pattern of engagement dimension means across the high and low
DE subsamples, we would proceed to univariate analyses of dimension mean differences. We
conceptualized the four DE rating scale levels as possibly representing two categorically different types
of DE, relatively low (scale categories 1 and 2) and relatively high (scale categories 3 and 4), rather than
as linearly increasing. Thus, we identified two subsamples based on the observed level of DE and
compared profiles of means on the other engagement dimensions across those two subsamples. Because
fewer than 40% of the student groups were observed more than once over time, we planned to interpret
the results only as indicating any cross-sectional relationships that exist among the engagement
dimensions.
Five student group observation cases, a small fraction of the sample, were missing ratings on
metacognitive engagement because none was observed during the sampled time period. Rather than
excluding these cases from the analysis, which would be expected to cause estimation bias unless the
missingness was completely at random (e.g., Graham, 2009), we implemented multiple imputation for
10 replications. Stata was used to compute estimated coefficients and standard errors for each replicated
dataset, and to combine the results using Rubin’s (1987) rules.
A case illustration was purposefully selected from those groups (n = 5) showcasing high-level
DE of a 4 rating, with assigned dimensional ratings similar to remaining groups with high DE ratings.
We intentionally drew from two curricular contexts that would require observers to specifically evaluate
the disciplinarity of DE. We reviewed the video segments and described with rich narrative the central
dimensions specified in the rubric. Analyses focused on how engagement dimensions worked in synergy
to produce high-level disciplinary engagement.

3. Results
Means, standard deviations and correlations among the engagement dimension ratings are
presented in Table 2. SE had the highest mean rating, while CE had the lowest mean ratings. The
moderate positive correlations, most of which are significantly greater than zero, suggest positive
correspondence among all five dimensions. The high correlation between ME and DE occurs in all
likelihood because the quality of ME is important for initiating and/or supporting DE. The low
correlation between BE and SE likely indicates that positive socioemotional interactions (SE 3 rating)
may be evident during off-task exchanges (BE 1 or 2 ratings).
Table 2
Correlations among Engagement Dimension Ratings (N = 36)

Behavioral Engagement
Collaborative Engagement
Socioemotional Engagement

Mean

SD

BE

CE

SE

2.44
2.14
2.69

0.73
0.64
0.62

1
.33
.18

1
.27

1

ME

DE
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Metacognitive Engagement
Disciplinary Engagement

2.29
2.61†

0.74
0.77

.74***
.60**

.57**
.58***

.58*
.29

1
.85***

1

Note. † Mean = 2.07, SD = .051 for Disciplinary Engagement ratings transformed to 3-point scale similar to that
employed for the remaining dimensions. * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

3.1 Case illustration
We conducted a qualitative case analysis to richly characterize a group’s efforts in making
intellectual progress and to explore the potential for synergistic interrelations among engagement
dimensions in explaining high-quality DE. This specific case stems from the SimCalc mathematics
curricular context. The triad is made up of three girls (pseudonyms: Abby, Beth, Carly) (see Figure 1a).
As shown in Figure 1b, the group is tasked with interpreting a line graph depicting motion of two
fictional vehicles over time (i.e., their speed). The assigned ratings indicate some intermittent off-task
activity (BE=2), with remaining ratings at a high-quality level (SE=3, CE=3, ME=3, DE=4). They were
working on recording answers in their individual workbooks, with two open laptops. Abby was recently
absent and was working to catch up in her workbook. The lesson took place in November and was midway through a 2-week unit during which this group had been working together on a daily basis. Students’
comments indicated that they already knew each other before the unit.
Just prior to the focal time segment, Abby raised a question, based on her metacognitive
monitoring of the assigned question concerning how to read the graph in question 2a (ME)1 (Figure 1b).
Beth and Abby’s beginning interactions in making sense of the graph illustrate both girls voicing a
common misunderstanding that the line graph represents the physical characteristics of one of the
vehicles’ routes rather than its speed and relying on the simple recall of the slope formula. Abby’s
questions about the meaning of the slope formula (ME) as related to the graph, elicited group
disciplinary engagement (DE) as they mutually monitored their understanding and grappled with
interpreting the graph:
Abby: I don’t get how it [the graph] can describe the motion. Like, what does that mean?
They’re just lines. It doesn’t say describe the graph, it says to describe the bus and the van.
Beth: The motion. But it is still like in the graph
Abby: Yeah, but the bus didn’t drive tilted.
Beth: The motion of the bus. The van had a straighter route, and the bus had a more curved
route.
Abby: I guess that made sense. Then we have to write the speed again.
Beth: And it would be like distance over….distance over time.
Abby: For one second, does that mean? Like what distance and what time?
The full group briefly disengaged from the task as Abby complimented Carly’s hat (BE). This
elicited Carly’s sharing a peer’s previous teasing about it. Beth and Abby showed their support by
giggling along, actively listening, and agreeing that it was silly to dislike her unique hat (i.e., “Some
people just don’t know your style.”) (SE). This temporary off-task exchange (BE) was positive in
socioemotional interactions and fostered team cohesion (SE) amongst the group, which the group
subsequently leveraged in the collaborative engagement (CE) which followed.

1

Throughout the case we identify evidence of specific engagement dimensions by noting their abbreviations in
parenthesis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Case illustration collaborative group (a) and image of student worksheet (b).
Abby returned to the task (BE) and persisted in raising a question regarding her uncertainty in
interpreting the line graph (ME). “Beth, so I don’t get how they can just be…how can they go the same
amount of miles and still go at the same speed? Like, it just doesn’t make sense.” Beth was responsive
to Abby’s question, turning toward her and leaning in to view the graph Abby was drawing (SE),
precipitating this collaborative and disciplinary engagement. Beth leaned in and explained, “Because
this one [the bus] is only a little more quicker.” Abby further elaborated and built from this explanation
(CE) stating, “Oh I get it because the bus starts going off faster…So it ...is like it has more slack, like
kind of has more time and then they arrive at the same time.” and “Because the bus stopped. So they are
both going the same speed.” Abby continued to negotiate their working understanding of the different
speeds of the van and bus while gesturing to her graph (DE), “Actually, the bus still is going at a faster
speed. Its speed would be faster than the van. Just because it stopped doesn’t mean the speed changed,
right?” (ME and DE).
Abby further questioned whether their previously employed effective math strategy for using
the arrival or end time of the graph to calculate the slope would work for this new representation with
vehicles at different speeds. “But, then so I am confused on how I would represent that as two things,
fractions, because at the end they are the same” and, “I’m not going to do the end distance and the end
time; I am going to do something a little earlier on” (ME and DE). Throughout, Beth and Carly showed
their coordination by voicing agreement, responding “Yeah,” ensuring they were looking at the same
question in the packet and by prompting Abby’s meaning making (i.e., Carly “So (inaudible) what do
you think of the motion?”) (CE). Carly further supported the group’s knowledge construction as she
moved her physical position to be proximal to Abby and facilitated the interpretation of the graph and
the task, further suggesting that the former off-task but positive socioemotional interaction (SE)
maintained her involvement in the conversation.
This case illustration showcases how the five-engagement dimensions interrelated across a fiveminute time segment in ways that afforded intellectual progress at the integration of mathematical
practice (generating a model, coordinating the use of a graphic representation) and content (conceptual
understanding of slope) (DE). The group engagement practices reflect a willingness to persist in the face
of uncertainty (BE) and metacognitively monitor for understanding concerning how to interpret the
graphic representation of speed, the meaning behind the slope formula and different vehicle speeds, as
well as whether their former mathematical strategy of using graphic endpoints was still relevant (ME),
initiated by Abby but sustained by the joint group’s high level of engagement. Carly and Beth’s highquality collaborative engagement was responsive to the metacognitive monitoring and yielded joint
knowledge co-construction (CE). The group was mutually respectful and cohesive throughout the
exchange, including when off-task behavior was similarly leveraged (SE). Ultimately, it is our
multidimensional conceptualization of the group’s engagement that enabled the examination of synergy
among dimensions as facilitating the joint accomplishment of DE.
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3.2 Exploring the disciplinarity of engagement
Common curriculum features, including incorporation of the authentic disciplinary practices of
modeling, argumentation, and design within the curriculum corpus, facilitated questions about how DE
could be evaluated in ways that were common in three domains, while remaining sensitive to detecting
discipline-specificity. During rubric development, collaborative analysis of videos from across
curriculum contexts enabled the team to generate descriptions of DE that are applicable across
disciplinary tasks, involving various disciplinary practices (see Appendix). Indicators that are specific
to each context ground the DE rubric in examples that support raters; this is especially important for
specifying disciplinary variation. This approach, a broader definition of DE with context-specific
indicators, allows for comparative analyses across contexts, including patterns of and interrelations
between various dimensions of the rubric. For example, observing in one curricular context where
frequent student interaction was aligned with disciplinary norms, we noted long periods of independent
work eroded team cohesion (SE) and ultimately constrained conceptual progress. However, in one
segment from the Robotics dataset, students spent far more time in independent on-task work (BE=3),
captured in group structure ratings of ‘individual work,’ with mid or low ratings on all but
socioemotional engagement (SE=3, CE=1, ME=0, DE=2), as students each attended to building
different components of the robot. In this context and similar disciplinary spaces, longer periods of
independent work were common and group cohesion was maintained, marked by brief check-ins by
group members (e.g., ‘does this look right to you?’) and intermittent gesture-based collaboration
accomplished through physical indicators (e.g., leaning over to examine and/or gazing at each other’s
progress without comment). In later segments, the teams’ disciplinary engagement was rated higher
when their conversation turned to providing rationales for the ways their robot construction choices did
and did not meet stakeholder stated preferences. We intended our final rubric to measure DE in a unified
manner across contexts.
3.3 Profile analysis
To examine patterns in the relationships among disciplinary engagement and the other
dimensions across the cross-sectional video sample, a profile analysis was conducted. Taking group
disciplinary engagement ratings of 3 or 4 to indicate high (n=20 cases), and ratings of 1 or 2 to indicate
low DE (n=16 cases) (see Section 2.2 and Appendix), we prepared a plot of the mean rating profiles
(Figure 2). Visual inspection indicated the high DE group observations tended to have higher ratings
across all four co-occurring engagement dimensions.

Figure 2. Profiles of (mean) group ratings on other engagement dimensions when Disciplinary
Engagement (DE) is high and low
A preliminary multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to test the hypothesis of
no mean differences between the low and high disciplinary engagement observations on any of the other
engagement ratings (in which case proceeding with profile analysis would be unwarranted). The null
hypothesis was rejected for the Wilks’ lambda omnibus test statistic [F(4, 31) = 5.85, p = 0.001], so we
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continued with the profile analysis. A test of parallelism indicated that the profiles of mean ratings for
the low and high DE observations had marginally significant differences in overall shape [F(3, 32) =
2.82, p = 0.063]. A test of “level” or group differences confirmed that the profiles were not coincident;
that is, the group ratings on each dimension were not identical [F(1, 34) = 14.81, p < 0.001]. Given the
significant group difference in overall rating outcomes found in the MANOVA, to identify specific
engagement dimension(s) that were the source, we estimated univariate ANOVA models with each
engagement dimension as a single outcome, and the high/low DE indicator again as a predictor. These
“stepdown” analyses suggested significant differences between the high and low DE observations for
behavioral [t = 3.12, p < 0.01], collaborative [t = 2.35, p < 0.05], and metacognitive [t = 4.36, p < 0.001]
engagement, but not socioemotional engagement. The profiles suggest that the other engagement
dimensions significantly vary with the quality of DE and that these dimensions may interrelate in
fostering DE.

4. Discussion
In this research, we used multiple methods to investigate how group productive disciplinary
engagement is constituted, using a multidimensional framework and our initial rubrics developed to
embody this framework. Study findings suggest that the five dimensions of our disciplinary engagement
framework and rubrics are positively interrelated, illustrating that interrelationships among dimensions
mutually support the high-quality of disciplinary engagement observed among groups during joint
activity. We used a case illustration to richly characterize the dynamic and synergistic nature of these
dimensions for explaining DE, as well as the import of being sensitive to disciplinary specificity of DE.
Ratings assigned to the time segments of group activity provide data complementing the nuance of indepth cases, by allowing for the identification of common patterns across a wide range of groups in
varying curricular contexts, as initially demonstrated by the profile analysis. The rubric corresponded
to group engagement features that could have been identified via intensive video analysis, while
affording the evaluation of broader claims of patterns of group engagement with larger datasets.
Although the profiles of high and low DE group observations suggest that the other engagement
dimensions significantly vary with the quality of DE, this was not the case for socioemotional
engagement (SE); results suggested that the high and low DE observations were both characterized by
high-quality socioemotional interactions. One explanation is that the high SE (i.e., 3) rating included a
range of quality indicators, primarily reflecting polite and collegial interpersonal interactions, climate
norms aligned with working well together, expectations as part of classroom work but also interactions
that added to or made efforts to maintain a positive climate (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011;
Summers, et al., 2005). The highest form of SE was observed during off-task group exchanges,
characterized by positive and friendly interactions that could be carried over back to on-task interactions
(Langer-Osuna, et al., 2020). It may be that the high-quality SE which differentiates high DE group
engagement reflects the active negotiation and mutual accountability of a climate facilitative of risk
taking and inclusion of diverse ideas, at the upper endpoints for this dimension. These interpersonal
dynamics are likely a less regular occurrence, contextualized in particular situations (e.g., newly
constituted group, following disagreement or provoked tension), requiring examination of longer time
periods and the exploration of dynamics via analyses that were not yet conducted in this initial
development work.
Our work aligns with a situative perspective on learning by investigating collaborative
engagement as shared, with the group as the unit of analysis (e.g., Barron, 2000; Engle & Conant, 2002;
Gresalfi & Barnes, 2016). This work contributes a method to the study of group engagement that
leverages the benefits of observational methods (vs. self-report) and multi-dimensional
conceptualizations of engagement in a framework and rubric. These tools enable descriptions and
analyses of group engagement as situated and anchored in disciplinary content and practices, and as
trajectories comprised of dynamically interrelated aspects of group activity. One important implication
for research is that using this tool, researchers can address critical questions about collaborative learning
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and engagement that have been inaccessible because of limitations of prior methods, including
examination of the complex dynamics of separable but interdependent dimensions of engagement and,
in particular, the potential variation in quality within and across dimensions. This work extends
collaborative group research that has examined single engagement dimensions, which may lend to a
conceptualization of these dimensions as separable and independent rather than as interrelated
dimensions that present a more enriched characterization. Moreover, these phenomena can be examined
across disciplinary learning contexts, across specific tasks, and as a function of time, while remaining
sensitive to disciplinary specificity when investigating productive (and non-productive) engagement.
Our rubric, by being broadly applicable but grounded by discipline-specific indicators, supports theory
development about groups’ GDE, including implications for instructional design, practice, and
collaborative learning. In other research, Gomoll et al (2020) used these rubrics as a tool for professional
development that the teacher could use as a lens for video analysis and subsequent facilitation of
collaborative groups. Although this was a small-scale study, future research can build on these
implications for teacher professional development.
Limitations of the current study include the examination of interrelations of dimensions of
engagement in single time segments, precluding the examination of engagement as dynamic and
fluctuations across multiple segments that make up a group task, which is the ultimate goal of this
research program and is part of our current research activities. Moreover, the video sample included
repeat observations from the same day’s lesson, given our long-term interest in exploring lesson
dynamics and short-term interest in testing alternative time intervals for recording ratings, but those
were not modeled in the profile analysis given the modest sample size. Additionally, this study examines
a case with high-quality engagement ratings for a majority of the rubric dimensions, but we do not
assume that this pattern exclusively fosters GDE (e.g., sometime off-task behavior [lower BE] enables
students to joke and bond socially [increasing SE], which may precede GDE); future research will aim
to identify and illustrate other such patterns.
The rubric presented here is an initial exploration for operationalizing collaborative group
disciplinary engagement as five dimensions using quality ratings. However, we faced challenges in
obtaining inter-rater agreement prior to consensus meetings, with reliability indices indicating room for
improvement particularly for metacognitive engagement (ME). We understand these challenges as
attributable to (1) rater process, (2) the complexities of group data, and (3) unique challenges presented
by the ME dimension. First, these data were from secondary sources collected from past projects and
although raters were trained to become familiar with the curriculum materials, we anticipate that most
users of this rubric would be studying curricular contexts with which they are highly familiar. Second,
we asked raters to examine interactions among members of the group, which is more complex than
observing individuals’ engagement (e.g., Lee & Brophy, 1996), capturing the nature of collective
interaction as students present a contribution and other groupmates’ responses by accepting, ignoring or
rejecting with or without rationale (Barron, 2000). Furthermore, raters observe engagement across 5minutes, with fluctuation in quality typical within that timeframe, and being tasked with selecting the
rating that best represents the majority of that time. In our current research with a revised rubric, we
have modified the time segment to 2.5 minutes to address the noted disagreement provoked by raters’
varying strategies for synthesizing across data. Finally, ME proved uniquely challenging as raters were
asked to simultaneously evaluate several relevant elements in their rating, including the metacognitive
target, the duration, and its quality. In other research employing qualitative analyses, these elements are
considered in distinct analytic phases, with an initial step identifying the presence of ME in group
interaction, and then classifying its target (e.g., Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011; Volet, Summers &
Thurman, 2009). Building on this exploratory study, we have worked to address challenges specific to
ME by removing the evaluation of duration and developing more specific indicators for each level of
quality. Nonetheless, because of the initial low reliability, all ratings used here were consensus ratings
of two or more raters.
Future research might also employ mixed methods for coupling the analysis of dynamic group
patterns of engagement, such as through latent profile transition analysis on the five engagement
dimensions across time (e.g., Nylund-Gibson, et al., 2014). This analysis would include an in-depth
qualitative analysis of groups exemplifying these engagement trajectories. This convergence of methods
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would offer an enriched understanding of how specific group processes unfold as trajectories. Another
recommendation would be to investigate how the framework and rubric may prove valuable in
classroom contexts by supporting teachers through professional development about the additional
support and resources collaborative groups need, targeted toward specific engagement dimensions.
Similarly, studies could examine the benefit of proximal feedback provided to teachers to identify
groups at varying unit phases in need of monitoring and/or support relevant to specific group processes
hindering their collective efforts at making intellectual progress. Although there is still work to done,
this research demonstrates the importance of considering group disciplinary engagement as a complex
and multidimensional phenomenon.

Keypoints
We propose that engagement is a group-level construct that builds from and integrates theory
on individual engagement and productive disciplinary engagement.
We advance innovative methods for evaluating collaborative group engagement during
disciplinary activity as shared, multidimensional and dynamic.
We developed and piloted an observational rubric encompassing five engagement
dimensions, each with quality ratings.
Mixed-methods analyses included correlations, profile analyses, and case illustrations.
Results illustrate the synergistic interrelations among engagement dimensions that together
constitute group disciplinary engagement.
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Appendix
Collaborative Disciplinary Engagement Observational Rubric
Behavioral Engagement: Group norm can be characterized by on-task engagement, persistence, and effort
investment, even in the face of challenge
1: Low
Group characterized by off-task
behavior, with limited on-task
activity

2: Moderate
Group characterized by
predominantly on-task activity
for a majority of the time, but
intermittent off-task activity.

3: High
Group characterized by sustained
on-task activity, with brief
intermittent off-task activity

Brief and intermittent on-task
activity
Joking in off-task interactions
Groupmates may attempt to
distract on-task activity
Socioemotional Engagement: Socioemotional climate is respectful, cohesive, and characterized by
psychological safety
1: Low

2: Moderate

3: High

Group interactions characterized by Group interactions characterized
negative climate reflective of the
by mixed climate (indicators of
following qualities:
both negative and positive
climate are present).
• Disrespectful (put downs,
harsh criticism of ideas;
Tension brings strain to the group
grabbing, shoving, pushing you climate (although not overtly
out of the way, shouting)
disrespectful or safe)
• Interactions showcase low
cohesion/sense of team
Laughter reflects mild tension

Group interactions characterized
by a positive climate reflective
of working well together or
promoting high-quality positive
climate:

When tension and frustration are
expressed, it is responded to with
disrespect, resistance to difference
in perspectives; tension may be
sustained.

•

When the group makes mistakes,
seek blame of groupmates;
criticism.

•
•
•

•

Respectful, polite, collegial
Encouraging of
groupmates/team
Climate is comfortable in
terms of allowing for risktaking, mistakes as well.
Cohesive/team; warmth and
caring about one another
Good-natured and friendly
during off-task interactions
(e.g., friendly joking)

When tension and frustration are
expressed, it is alleviated,
responded to with safe climate
and respect
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When the group makes mistakes
– respect and sense of team is
fostered.
Collaborative Engagement: Group norm characterized as coordinated and responsive
1: Low

2: Moderate

Group interactions characterized by Group interactions characterized
lack of coordination with the
by intermittent or mixed
following qualities:
interactions with the following
qualities:
• Separate contributions without
attempts or an unwillingness to A subset of high-quality
indicators are present and/or are
link (i.e., parallel play);
inconsistent
contributions may be unrelated.
• Imbalance in perspectives due
OR
to dominant/power differential
Limited coordination because
• No attempts to revisit a
first response is taken-up as
groupmate’s previous
group response with limited or no
contribution.
discussion, elaboration,
modification or checking for
Reject without (conceptual)
agreement
rationale
Ignoring (and not returning to
idea)
Unresponsive to questions
Repetition of one idea, without
modifications to incorporate
other’s ideas
Physicality
Limited eye contact, turning away
to another task, spatial distancing
Low ratings are assigned when
there is no content, practices or
assigned task to coordinate
around, such as during off-task
activity.

3: High
Group characterized by
coordinated interactions, in
consistent ways with the
following qualities:
• Students build from and are
responsive to ideas
• Diversity in perspectives are
solicited and integrated in
ways that are balanced among
the group
• Reject groupmates’ ideas with
rationale
Elaborating, integrating and /or
adding on to one another’s
contributions
Responsive to questions,
feedback
When multiple ideas are voiced
or solicited, each is considered
Efforts to build a group
response, consensus, and
reconcile across contributions,
perspectives, or negotiate;
taking up one perspective with
rationales
Physicality
Coordinated, seamless activity
with flow, including nonverbal
activity; eye contact; spatial
closeness; leaning in, turning
toward
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Metacognitive Engagement Dimension: Group norm characterized by socially shared regulation and coregulation focused on content and/or practice, and supported by regulation aimed at maintaining on-task
behavior, monitoring of group process, time use, productive emotions, and following task directions.
No rating
No
observed
regulation

1: Low
Group norm
characterized by
ineffective regulation
(low-quality regulation
or regulation is not
pursued not taken up/
accepted, or it is
ignored), obstructing
task progress
Unable to cohere
around a common task
goal or plan.
Planning occurring
late in the task;
Repeated return to
plan with limited task
progress or enactment
of task.
Sustained emphasis on
behavioral regulation,
distracting other
regulation and task
engagement.

2: Moderate
Group norm characterized by
effective regulation taken
up/accepted, but merely focuses
on task completion, task
directions, processes.
Planning and monitoring toward
task completion (e.g., checking
spelling and formatting; meeting
task requirements), but not more.
This yields lower quality
regulation of the task goal.
Evaluation is brief, and
recognizes completion or meeting
minimal task requirements.

3: High
Group norm characterized by
effective regulation toward
high-quality understanding
reflected in the task, group-set
goals for understanding.
Regulation is taken up/accepted.
Planning and monitoring
toward task or group-set goals
(as supported by the
curriculum) focus on
understanding, improvement,
progress, integration,
consensus, revisions, task
quality as exemplified in task
expectations
Evaluation at the end of a task
of whether making progress or
meeting their goals.

Monitoring reveals
problems with
planning, rather than
task.
No time remains at the
end of the task for
evaluation.
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Disciplinary Engagement Dimension: Content of collaborative talk or physical activity characterized by
new contributions aimed at making intellectual progress, involving integrated conceptual and disciplinary
activity
1: Low
Group norm
characterized by limited
to no collaborative
content or disciplinary
talk and physical
activity
Group disengagement;
limited task work
Independent activity
with no
content/disciplinary
talk or gesture

2: Moderate-Low

3: Moderate

4: High

Group norm
characterized by
fragmented talk, with
no elaboration or
attempts to connect
(e.g., restating terms;
recall of discrete facts)
OR
Focus on content and
practices as facts,
memorization, recall, or
reproduction of
practices

Group norm
characterized by
content of collaborative
talk or physical activity
involves some brief
elaboration or
connections of facts,
terms, content and/or
practices; elaborative
telling

Group norm characterized
by content of collaborative
talk or physical activity
integrates content with
practice OR
content or practice, with
rationale/explanation,
toward solving lesson/unit
problem; intellectual
progress

Brief elaboration of a
term

Brainstorming, eliciting
prior relevant
knowledge,

Brief or initial work
toward a connection

Group explicitly identifies
how their content and/or
practice activity generates
needed knowledge to solve
task/problem

Building or
independent activity
with gesture and
physicality, without ontask discourse

Synthesis, conceptual
connections, connections
between content and
practice, extended
elaboration that informs
conceptual development,
Justifications/rationale

Note. Italics provide example indicators of ratings. An updated version of the rubric is available from the
authors.
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